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phil_s_stein • a day ago

• Reply •

Can someone name an actual mainstream religion that is against this vaccine? Even the Church of
Christ, Scientist allows their followers to decide.

 20△ ▽

Joey Buckets Was Shadow Banned  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> phil_s_stein

Conflating legitimate medical reasons (of which there are nearly zero, as the article mentions) and
“sincerely held” religious beliefs is pure Grade A BS. So good on the Union for turning even more
people against it.

SCOTUS will just hold that you need a “sincerely held belief” and it will all be a joke anyway.

Pretty interesting that kids in NYS can’t have religious exemptions (which I assume will also apply
when COVID vaxx is mandatory for students), but adults can intentionally misinterpret their
religion to get one.

 13△ ▽

GiuseppeGiorgio2  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> phil_s_stein

Came to say this. 
I don't know of any religion worth it's newsletter that explicitly forbids it. 
Even Hare Krishnas aren't against it:
https://www.alachuatemple.c...

Edit: I think Scientology is a metric ton of bullshit so didn't consider them. Wouldn't be surprised
though if they're against it.
 8△ ▽

Joey Buckets Was Shadow Banned  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> GiuseppeGiorgio2

We are seeing dioceses publicly disagreeing with the Vatican. Nondenominational
religions (and evangelical/orthodox religious sects) are the Wild West.
 2△ ▽

GiuseppeGiorgio2  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Joey Buckets Was Shadow Banned

Ah the evangelicals. And of course the US is home to the largest proportion of
them.
 4△ ▽

Joey Buckets Was Shadow Banned  • a day ago

• Reply •

> GiuseppeGiorgio2

Entire ulta orthodusects are against the vaccine. Mega churches nationwide have
pre printed letters. But honestly, none of them is necessary as religious belief is
ultimately an individual decision.
 1△ ▽

bofug  • 18 hours ago • edited

• Reply •

> Joey Buckets Was Shadow Banned

Would be interesting if you could reference such sects. I can find no such sects.
Preservation of life trumps everything, per pikuach nefesh in Talmudic law. A sect
rebbe would have to do some serious twisting to advise his flock otherwise. Even
ingredients that may usually be considered as treif, (or haram), receive
dispensation in the preservation of life.
 3△ ▽

Adam Stoler  • 18 hours ago

• Reply •

> bofug

the cult of the personality of said rabbi would be sufficient for a few ultra radical
hero worshipping sects ........ but they are few and far between
△ ▽

TheOriginalSobchak  • 17 hours ago

• Reply •

> bofug

Preservation of life trumps almost everything. But more to the point, not a single
sect is against modern medicine (which includes vaccines).
 1△ ▽

mmm  • 13 hours ago

• Reply •

> bofug

While I agree with you, there are sects in Judaism that are anti vax. Remember
they had a temper tantrum in Brooklyn, I think, and one hot head ended up with an
assault charge? I think it was against a reporter. They think they all got it early and
are now immune. They aren't immune.
△ ▽

Adam Stoler  • 18 hours ago

• Reply •

> Joey Buckets Was Shadow Banned

SOME ultra orthodox are. But many aren;t Depends on the sect.
 1△ ▽

Adam Stoler  • 18 hours ago

• Reply •

> GiuseppeGiorgio2

scientology is against anything mainstream they can't make $ on
 2△ ▽

Churlish Insubordinate  • a day ago

• Reply •

> phil_s_stein

I just tweeted at sky god about this to clarify and she did not answer back.
 10△ ▽

GiuseppeGiorgio2  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> Churlish Insubordinate

Sheesh, rude. 
At least my 8 Ball says to ask again later.
 7△ ▽

3NYCB  • a day ago

• Reply •

> phil_s_stein

There was an early controversy among some wacko Catholic bishops over J&J using fetus for
research. The Pope quickly came out against that. No other religious objections, the ones that
are most hesitant are the Orthodox Jews as we saw with the measles outbreaks.
 8△ ▽

Jacob Grossman  • a day ago

• Reply •

> 3NYCB

Jewish religious law going back centuries (possibly millenia) is extremely clear that Jews
are not only allowed but required to violate religious laws when following them would
jeopardize someone's life. The classic examples of this principle are driving on the
Sabbath in order to take someone to the hospital and violating the Yom Kippur fast if a
medical condition prevents you from observing it safely.

 15△ ▽

Joey Buckets Was Shadow Banned  • 21 hours ago

• Reply •

> Jacob Grossman

Unfortunately, many believers seem to disagree with that interpretation.
 2△ ▽

Adam Stoler  • 18 hours ago

• Reply •

> Jacob Grossman

vaccines SAVE lives. put that in the pipes to smoke. They do and yes they get
vaccinated.
 1△ ▽

bf  • a day ago

• Reply •

> 3NYCB

Rockland County here - those guys are the worst.
 1△ ▽

Schmeep  • 17 hours ago

• Reply •

> bf

You have plenty of people in Rockland who aren’t Ultraorthodox who are lunatics
refusing to get the vaccine to own the libs. Their numbers dwarf the Hasidim.
△ ▽

bf  • 17 hours ago

• Reply •

> Schmeep

Most of Spring Valley - what groups? Not snark.
△ ▽

Schmeep  • 16 hours ago

• Reply •

> bf

All of Stony Point, for starters. Trump country North Rockland in general is a huge
cult.
△ ▽

bf  • 16 hours ago

• Reply •

> Schmeep

Yeah - I'm in the bubble of New City. Ugh
△ ▽

Jacob Grossman  • a day ago

• Reply •

> phil_s_stein

There aren't any. Some factions of the Roman Catholic Church objected to the use of fetal cells
in developing some of the vaccines but The Vatican has clarified that Catholics can and should
get vaccinated anyway.
 6△ ▽

Joey Buckets Was Shadow Banned  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> Jacob Grossman

Interestingly, those same dioceses (I’m looking at New Orleans) have been completely
silent on REGEN-COV. REGEN-COV was developed using a kidney cell line from an
aborted fetus. It has also been used by Donald Trump and Greg Abbott. The treatment
(which seems very effective) has been promoted online by Ron DeSantis. DeSantis has
been much less praising of the COVID vaccine. The second largest investor in Regeneron
is Desantis’s biggest campaign contributor. It’s like a parody at this point.

 10△ ▽

3NYCB  • 4 hours ago

• Reply •

> Joey Buckets Was Shadow Banned

Didn't know that, thanks for the update on the latest GOP religious sham.
△ ▽

Eric in BR  • 5 hours ago

• Reply •

> phil_s_stein

Midwood has entered the chat
△ ▽

Rokas1  • 42 minutes ago

• Reply •

> phil_s_stein

The Nation of Islam tends to be extremely anti vax. Although I wouldn’t call them mainstream.
△ ▽

Cat88L3 • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

I'm a fully vaxxed DOE teacher. I would rather my union put their resources in fighting to make sure that
these classrooms are well-ventilated, disputing that stupid and inefficient COVID testing policy (This
testing policy sounds like something Texas or FL would implement), and trying to put a remote option
for students in place. I still don't understand how there can be social distancing in these classrooms
with all the students back in-person. There was barely any space for students in the classroom when the
kids were mostly remote. This is going to be a clusterf*ck...

 25△ ▽

3NYCB  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Cat88L3

Same here sister, we should make our students and parents comfortable and concentrate on the
only sure ways to avoid transmission.
Ventilation and masks.Period.
I can't imagine any parent that wouldn't want their school staff vaccinated.
 8△  ▽ 1

Joey Buckets Was Shadow Banned  • a day ago

• Reply •

> 3NYCB

I don’t understand why the student vaccine mandates don’t apply to the fully FDA
approved Pfizer vaccine.
 2△ ▽

3NYCB  • 4 hours ago

• Reply •

> Joey Buckets Was Shadow Banned

That'd be picking a fight with the parents, they'll hopefully enact next year.
As long as they stay away from me and keep their masks on.
△ ▽

mmm  • 13 hours ago

• Reply •

> Cat88L3

What's the stupid and inefficient Covid testing policy? Isn't the new plan be vaxxed or get out?
No exemptions so no testing.
△ ▽

Cat88L3  • 12 hours ago

• Reply •

> mmm

Look it up... That is definitely not the plan for students...
△ ▽

mmm  • 11 hours ago

• Reply •

> Cat88L3

I can't find the article, so I don't know what the plan is.... I hate this about
Gothamist, half the time I get that Page Cannot Be Found message. So If I go to
the person, if they aren't private, I can respond to it. But I'm not sure here what I
posted. (Mind like a sieve.)

Is it that the kids have to be tested? But I agree with your post about putting
resources into classrooms. I could see the union fighting for extra sick days for bad
reactions, but beyond that no. Vaccines protect everyone.

And just so you know, I don't think we give teachers enough support. Education
should be every city and towns biggest budget item. Teachers should never have
to self fund their classes. But I also want year round school because we are getting
stupider as a nation.
△ ▽

Cat88L3  • 2 hours ago

• Reply •

> mmm

For some reason, Gothamist won't approve my comment with the link. Just Google
"NYC DOE testing COVID policy". You will see the Gothamist Aug 26 article about
it. NY Daily News also have an article about it as well. This is the gist..

"Health officials will provide random COVID-19 tests for 10% of unvaccinated staff
and students twice a month at each of the city’s roughly 1,600 public schools.
That’s a more than four-fold decrease in the rate of testing from last school year,
when there were random tests for 20% of each school population each week.

Unvaccinated students will not be forced to consent to in-school COVID-19 testing
like they were during the later months of last school year."
△ ▽

Stephen • a day ago

• Reply •

Zero exemptions. Zero exceptions. Fully vaccinated or no teaching. So simple, I have no idea why this is
even a thing!!

 19△  ▽ 1

3NYCB  • 4 hours ago

• Reply •

> Stephen

The small minority that is hyper vocal has taking over, the media gives them priority over the vast
majority that got their shots.

Same with the nurses, they put the doctors and nurses in the same boat when they don't explain
that 99% of doctors are fully vaccinated.
 1△ ▽

Waldo  • an hour ago

• Reply •

> 3NYCB

Whats the hell Is wrong with you? You can't force people to take experimental medication
because you're scared of the flu. If the vaccine works why do you care if a co worker
doesn't get it?

Its absurd that this is even a discussion. If people don't want the vaccine that's their
choice, let them get tested periodically.

You people are beginning to sound like Nazis.
△  ▽ 2

Sum Gui  • an hour ago

• Reply •

> Waldo

“If the vaccine works why do you care if a co worker doesn't get it?”

There is no vaccine yet for children under 12. People don’t want unvaccinated
teachers giving their children COVID. If a teacher feels that strongly against
vaccination, they have the freedom to quit. Every child who attends school is
mandated to get various vaccines before being admitted, that’s been the case for
years. We are holding adult teachers to the same standard we do literal children.
 1△  ▽ 1

Waldo  • 19 minutes ago

• Reply •

> Sum Gui

Being forced to quit isn't freedom, it's orwellian. And I'm sure there are exemptions
for kids who have issues with it because of religion or health.

If they did weekly testing like everyother city job, most risk is mitigated.

Kids are very resilient against covid, and aren't really at risk 99.9% will recover fine.

Taking risks is apart of life. You have higher odds of dying in a car accident when
you leave your house in the morning than you do dying from covid. If you're scared
get the vaccine, but don't force your nonsense on healthy people who don't want
to take a strange Mrna vaccine.

You people are so afraid of death that you forgot how to live.
 1△ ▽

waetherman  • 3 hours ago> Stephen

Anyone who has had a severe reaction to any vaccine should avoid getting the covid vaccines.

Gothamist Comment Policy
Gothamist welcomes relevant, constructive, and interesting comments. Please be respectful and stay
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BY SOPHIA CHANG

23 HOURS AGO •   86 COMMENTS

UFT President Michael Mulgrew at a press conference in September calling attention to
conditions at a Brooklyn school.
Jessica Gould/WNYC

The New York City teachers union has formally requested the state to intervene

against Mayor Bill de Blasio’s vaccine mandate for all city Department of

Education employees, calling it “draconian” and a violation of due process with

less than two weeks to go until the first day of public school September 13th.

The union said the city is not cooperating in carving out medical and religious

exemptions to the vaccination mandate, which goes into effect September 27th

for 148,000 DOE employees. That includes teachers, administrators, cafeteria

workers and custodians who must show proof of at least one dose of a COVID-19

vaccine by the effective date.

The vaccine mandate “eviscerates the due process and collective bargaining

rights of educators who could lose their livelihoods, health benefits and

pensions, and disregards those who for whom vaccination is medically

contraindicated or violates a sincerely-held religious belief of employees,” the

union said in a filing with the state Public Employment Relations Board

Wednesday. They added that in recent bargaining sessions the city has shown it

"has no intention of budging from its inflexible stance or including the UFT in any

meaningful bargaining concerning the implementation of the City’s vaccination

policy.”

In a statement, DOE spokesperson Danielle Filson said, “The health and safety of

New York City children and the protection of our employees is at the core of the

vaccine mandate. We will continue to negotiate with the UFT to reach a

successful agreement because that is what’s best for our school communities.”

The PERB will mediate a session between the union and the city, according to

Chalkbeat. If there is no agreement, the UFT and the city will then head to

arbitration.

The vaccine mandate for the DOE employees is one of the strictest for a city

agency, with no option to provide negative COVID test results instead to continue

working inside a school building.

De Blasio’s mandate goes further than the policy that he had announced earlier

this summer for all city workers, including teachers, that requires vaccination or

weekly testing. It applies to the city’s traditional public schools and includes any

charter schools that are co-located with them. The mandate does not apply to

pre-K teachers at community-based organizations outside the city’s school

buildings, bus drivers or private schools. The latter can set their own rules and

are governed by the state.

The city hasn’t specified what will happen to non-compliant DOE employees, with

de Blasio saying on August 23rd that City Hall would be working "through the

penalties" and that "there will clearly be consequences if someone doesn't

comply." De Blasio also said the city would handle DOE employees’ medical

concerns on a case-by-case basis. “If someone has a serious medical condition,

that’s something we’ll work with doctors to address,” he said.

But the UFT said negotiations with the city have now stalled over whether

employees with medical issues or employees with religious objections to the

vaccination mandate could work remotely.

“According to city negotiators, those with medical issues could stay on the

payroll until their sick days are used up, and then go on unpaid leave, while those

with religious objections would immediately go on unpaid leave. In both cases

those on leave would lose not only their salaries but also their health insurance,”

the union said in a statement Thursday.

The UFT said unvaccinated DOE employees should be granted permission to

work remotely, noting that there will be thousands of students expected to enroll

in a remote learning program for medically-vulnerable kids as well as other

administrative duties that could be done outside schools.

“There are estimated to be at least 5,000 students on 'home instruction' this

upcoming school year and there are a variety of other tasks – among them

curricular development, academic and social screening as well as school data

management and analysis – that can be done outside the classroom setting,” the

union’s filing with the state said.

The UFT said it supports vaccination and safe COVID-19 classroom practices in

general, noting that nearly 80% of its union membership have gotten vaccinated.

The union also agreed with city officials that the DOE’s COVID-19 protocols “thus

far have resulted in schools being among the safest public spaces in New York

City,” the union filing said.

New York state banned religious exemptions for student vaccinations in 2019.

Clinical trials and real-world assessment of the vaccines so far have shown that

the only medical condition that could prevent people from getting the shot is a

severe allergy, which has only occurred in 2 to 5 people per million who take the

Pfizer, Moderna and Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 vaccines. Even in those cases,

doctors can reverse the consequences with allergy meds.

The UFT filing also noted that Governor Kathy Hochul has spoken about the

possibility of weekly testing in absence of a vaccination mandate for school

districts across the state.

Other labor groups have filed legal actions against the vaccine mandate: “DC 37 —

which represents school aides, lunchroom workers and other staffers along with

thousands of other city employees — said it would file an unfair labor practices

complaint with the state,” the Associated Press reported. The Municipal Labor

Committee also voted to take legal action and force the city to negotiate details

of implementation, including penalties and medical exceptions.
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• Reply •

Anyone who has had a severe reaction to any vaccine should avoid getting the covid vaccines.
That is a very small number, but it is a very real number. My wife's colleague, for instance, has
Gulliane-Barre which was triggered by a vaccine and partially paralyzed for a short time.

While it's critical to get as many DOE teachers and staff vaccinated as possible, "herd immunity"
should allow for those with medical exceptions to add very little risk. People shouldn't have to
give up their pensions and careers if they have a legitimate medical reason to not take the
vaccine.
 1△ ▽

Fool • a day ago

• Reply •

Draconian is not getting a vaccine to prevent death or major illness to yourself and others. A medical
belief against science shows you have no place teaching students in civilization and should be fired
regardless.

 12△ ▽

Waldo  • an hour ago

• Reply •

> Fool

There is something seriously wrong with you.

If you're precious vaccine works, why does it matter if someone doesn't want to participate?

You have 99.9% odds of beating covid. It's just a nasty flu. If you're that scared of a cold, go get
the vaccine. But if youre a healthy person there is no need to gamble and take an experimental
MRna vaccine.

You fascists are on a little power trip. There needs to be massive class action lawsuits against
the city. What happened to my body my choice?
△ ▽

Sum Gui  • an hour ago

• Reply •

> Waldo

Sue away, the anti-vaccine folk like you will lose.
 1△ ▽

slowp • a day ago

• Reply •
The union kinda has to do this, but I assume leadership is hoping they lose.
 2△  ▽ 2

bf  • a day ago

• Reply •

> slowp

Why?
 2△ ▽

TheOriginalSobchak  • a day ago

• Reply •

> bf

Because everything has to be “collectively bargained”. They cave on this, and in the eyes
of union leadership, it opens the door for the city to make other demands without them
having a say.
 8△ ▽

bf  • 21 hours ago

• Reply •

> TheOriginalSobchak

So I figured but jeez - give them a Starbucks gift card and be done with it.
 2△ ▽

Joey Buckets Was Shadow Banned  • 21 hours ago

• Reply •

> bf

Nah, there are emergency exceptions both contractually and under common law.
The executive has BROAD powers. It’s lazy to say that everything needs to be
collectively bargained because it just isn’t true.
 2△ ▽
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